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COARSE EMBEDDINGS INTO SUPERSTABLE SPACES
B. M. BRAGA AND A. SWIFT
Abstract. Krivine and Maurey proved in 1981 that every stable Banach space
contains almost isometric copies of ℓp, for some p P r1,8q. In 1983, Raynaud
showed that if a Banach space uniformly embeds into a superstable Banach
space, then X must contain an isomorphic copy of ℓp, for some p P r1,8q. In
these notes, we show that if a Banach space coarsely embeds into a superstable
Banach space, then X has a spreading model isomorphic to ℓp, for some p P
r1,8q. In particular, we obtain that there exist reflexive Banach spaces which
do not coarsely embed into any superstable Banach space.
1. Introduction.
D. J. Aldous showed in [A, Theorem 1.1], that every infinite-dimensional sub-
space of L1 contains an isomorphic copy of ℓp, for some p P r1,8q. In order to
generalize Aldous’s result, J. Krivine and B. Maurey introduced the notion of sta-
ble Banach space in [KM]. To the authors’ knowledge, stability was defined for
general metric spaces by D. J. H. Garling [G]. A metric space pM,dq is called stable
if
lim
i,U
lim
j,V
dpxi, yjq “ lim
j,V
lim
i,U
dpxi, yjq,
for all bounded sequences pxiq
8
i“1 and pyjq
8
j“1 inM , and all nonprincipal ultrafilters
U and V over N. A Banach space X is called stable if pX, }¨´¨}q is stable as a metric
space. As Lp is stable for all p P r1,8q (see [KM, Theorem II.2]), the following is
a generalization of Aldous’s result (see [KM, Theorem IV.1]).
Theorem 1.1. (J. Krivine and B. Maurey, 1981) Let X be a stable Banach
space. There exists p P r1,8q such that X contains a p1 ` εq-isomorphic copy of
ℓp, for all ǫ ą 0.
In order to prove the theorem above, Krivine and Maurey looked at types on a
stable Banach space X , i.e., functions σa : X Ñ R given by σapxq “ }x` a}, where
a is an element of some ultrapower of X . In [KM], the authors showed that every
stable Banach space must contain what was called an ℓp-type, which results in the
existence of almost isometric copies of ℓp inside X , for some p P r1,8q.
As shown in [R], Krivine and Maurey’s result can be extended to the nonlinear
setting as follows. Let pM,dq and pN, Bq be metric spaces, f : M Ñ N be a map,
and define
(1.1) ωf ptq “ suptBpfpxq, fpyqq | dpx, yq ď tu
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and
(1.2) ρf ptq “ inftBpfpxq, fpyqq | dpx, yq ě tu
for all t ě 0.
We say that f is a uniform embedding if limtÑ0` ωfptq “ 0 (i.e., if f is uniformly
continuous) and ρf ptq ą 0, for all t ą 0 (i.e., if f
´1 exists and is uniformly contin-
uous). We say that f is a uniform equivalence if f is a uniform embedding and f
is surjective. We say that a Banach space X is superstable if every Banach space
which is finitely representable in X is also stable. Raynaud proved the following in
[R] (see the corollary on page 34 of [R]).
Theorem 1.2. (Y. Raynaud, 1983) If a Banach space X uniformly embeds into
a superstable Banach space, then X contains an isomorphic copy of ℓp, for some
p P r1,8q.
Raynaud’s proof is also based on analyzing a space of types over the Banach
space X . Precisely, the author shows that if X uniformly embeds into a super-
stable Banach space, then there exists a translation-invariant stable metric d on
X uniformly equivalent to the metric induced by the norm. A metric d defined
for a Banach space X is called translation-invariant if dpx, yq “ dpx ´ y, 0q for all
x, y P X . Two metrics d and B defined for the same set M are called uniformly
equivalent if the identity map Id: pM,dq Ñ pM, Bq is a uniform equivalence. As-
suming pX, } ¨ }q is separable, once one has a translation-invariant stable metric d
on X uniformly equivalent to the norm, it is possible to define a space of types for
pX, dq similarly to the type space defined by Krivine and Maurey. Raynaud shows
that the type space of pX, dq must contain a so-called ℓp-type, for some p P r1,8q,
which implies the existence of an isomorphic copy of ℓp inside pX, } ¨ }q, for some
p P r1,8q. For more on stability and types on Banach spaces see [G], [G-D], [HM]
and [I].
The interest in Banach spaces as metric spaces and their nonlinear geometric
properties has recently increased significantly, hence the question whether analogues
of Raynaud’s result hold for different kinds of nonlinear embeddings other than
uniform embeddings becomes natural. Given metric spaces pM,dq and pN, Bq, and
a map f : M Ñ N , we say that f is expanding if limtÑ8 ρfptq “ 8 and coarse if
ωfptq ă 8, for all t ě 0. We say that f is a coarse embedding if f is both coarse
and expanding. In this context, N. Kalton asked the following in [K, Problem 6.6].
Problem 1.3. Assume that a Banach space X coarsely embeds into a superstable
Banach space. Does it follow that X contains an isomorphic copy of ℓp, for some
p P r1,8q?
Although we were not able to obtain an answer to Kalton’s problem, we obtain
the following result in these notes.
Theorem 1.4. If a Banach space X coarsely embeds into a superstable Banach
space, then X has a basic sequence with an associated spreading model isomorphic
to ℓp, for some p P r1,8q.
N. Kalton proved in [K, Theorem 2.1], that any stable metric space embeds
into some reflexive Banach space by a map which is both a uniform and a coarse
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embedding. In the same paper, Kalton asked if the converse of this result also
holds. Precisely, the following is open (see [K, Problem 6.1]).
Problem 1.5. Does every (separable) reflexive Banach space embed coarsely (resp.
uniformly) into a stable space?
By Raynaud’s result, it is clear that there are separable reflexive spaces which
do not uniformly embed into superstable spaces. However, to the best of our
knowledge, it was unknown whether every reflexive Banach space coarsely embeds
into a superstable Banach space. As a corollary of Theorem 1.4, we obtain the
following.
Corollary 1.6. There are separable reflexive Banach spaces which do not coarsely
embed into any superstable Banach space.
We now describe the organization of this paper. In Section 2, we give all the
background needed for these notes. Also in Subsection 2.3, we prove Lemma 2.2,
which will be essential in the proof of our main theorem. In Section 3, we show that
if ϕ : X Ñ Y is a coarse map, then, by substituting Y with an ultrapower of ℓ1pY q,
we may assume that }ϕpxq´ϕpyq} “ }ϕpx´yq}, for all x, y P X (see Theorem 3.1).
This result allows us to obtain a translation-invariant (pseudo)metric d on X such
that ρϕptq ď ρIdptq and ωIdptq ď ωϕptq for all t ě 0, where Id : pX, } ¨ }q Ñ pX, dq
is the identity map. This will play a fundamental role in our definition of the
type space. Still in Section 3, we discuss the concepts of some weaker kinds of
nonlinear embeddings (i.e., weakenings of uniform and coarse embeddings) and give
a condition for the existence of a uniform embedding of the unit ball of a Banach
space into a superstable Banach space (see Theorem 3.5). We finish this section
with an open problem regarding these weaker notions of nonlinear embeddings (see
Problem 3.7).
In Section 4, we define the type space which we will deal with in these notes,
define the operations of dilation and convolution in this type space, and prove some
basic properties of it. Section 5, Section 6 and Section 7 are quite technical and
will provide us with all the tools needed to prove Theorem 1.4. Finally, in Section
8, we conclude the proof of Theorem 1.4.
2. Preliminaries.
In these notes, we let N “ tnu8n“1 and N0 “ t0uYN. The Banach space notation
used in these notes is standard, and we refer the reader to [AK] for more on that.
For instance, we denote the closed unit ball of a Banach space X by BX . Also,
given p P r1,8q and x “ pxiq
N
i“1 P R
ăN, we define }x¯}p “ p
řN
i“1 |xi|
pq1{p and
}x¯}8 “ maxt|xi| | 1 ď i ď Nu.
We define stability for metric spaces and superstability for Banach spaces as
in Section 1. By [KM, Theorem II.1] and [R, Theorem 0.1], both stability and
superstability are closed under taking ℓp-sums, for p P r1,8q. Precisely, given
p P r1,8q, if X is stable (resp. superstable) Banach space, then ℓppXq is also stable
(resp. superstable). We will be using this property without mention in these notes.
In particular, ℓp is superstable for every p P r1,8q. Note however that c0 is not
even coarsely or uniformly embeddable into a stable metric space (see [K]).
We say that pM,dq is a pseudometric space if d : X ˆ X Ñ R` is a pseudo-
metric, i.e., if d is a symmetric map satisfying the triangular inequality. We de-
fine stability for pseudometric spaces analogously to stability for metric spaces.
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Given pseudometric spaces pM,dq, pN, Bq and a map f : M Ñ N , we define ωf
and ρf by the formulas given in Equation 1.1 and Equation 1.2, and define uni-
form and coarse embeddings analogously to the definitions in Section 1. We say
that f is a coarse equivalence if f is a coarse embedding and f is cobounded, i.e.,
supyPN Bpy, fpMqq ă 8. Two pseudometrics d and B defined for the same set M
are called coarsely equivalent if the identity map Id: pM,dq Ñ pM, Bq is a coarse
equivalence.
2.1. Spreading models. Let X be a Banach space and pxnq
8
n“1 be a bounded
sequence without Cauchy subsequences, and let U be a nonprincipal ultrafilter
on N. Then there exists a Banach space pS, ||| ¨ |||q containing X and a sequence
pζnq
8
n“1 in S which is linearly independent of X such that, for all y P X , and all
α1, . . . , αk P R, we have
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
y `
kÿ
j“1
αjζj
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
“ lim
n1,U
. . . lim
nk,U
›››y ` kÿ
j“1
αjxnj
›››.
Without loss of generality, S “ X ‘ spantζn | n P Nu (see [G-D], Chapter 2,
Section 2, for a proof of this fact). The space spantζn | n P Nu is called a spreading
model of pxnq
8
n“1 and the sequence pζnq
8
n“1 is called the fundamental sequence of
spantζn | n P Nu. If X is separable, then by going to a subsequence of pxnq
8
n“1 if
necessary, we may assume that for every ǫ ą 0, there is N P N such that
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇy ` kÿ
j“1
αjζj
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
´
›››y ` kÿ
j“1
αjxnj
›››
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ă ǫ
whenever N ď n1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă nk. A fundamental sequence pζnq
8
n“1 of a spreading
model is 1-spreading, i.e., pζnq
8
n“1 is 1-equivalent to all of its subsequences. Also,
the sequence pξnq
8
n“1 is 1-sign unconditional, where ξn “ ζ2n´1 ´ ζ2n, for all n P N
(see [G-D, Proposition II.3.3]). We refer to [AT], [BzL], and [G-D] for the theory
of spreading models.
2.2. Ultrapowers. Let X be a Banach space, I be an index set, and U be a
nonprincipal ultrafilter on I. We define
XI{U “
!
pxiqiPI P X
I | sup
iPI
}xi} ă 8
)
{ „,
where pxiqiPI „ pyiqiPI if limi,U }xi ´ yi} “ 0. X
I{U is a Banach space with norm
}x} “ limi,U }xi}, where pxiqiPI is a representative of the class x P X
I{U . By abuse
of notation, we will not distinguish between pxiqiPI and its equivalence class. The
space XI{U is called an ultrapower of X .
Every ultrapower XI{U of a Banach space X is finitely representable in X (see
[AK, Proposition 11.1.12(i)]). On the other hand, if a separable Banach space Y
is finitely representable in X , then Y is isometrically isomorphically embeddable
into some ultrapower of X (see [AK, Proposition 11.1.12(ii)]). Therefore, a Banach
space X is superstable if and only if all of its ultrapowers are stable.
2.3. Baire class 1 functions. Let X and Y be metrizable topological spaces.
Recall that a subset of a topological space is called Fσ if it is the countable union
of closed sets, is called Gδ if it is the countable intersection of open sets, and is
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called comeager if it is the countable intersection of sets with dense interiors. A
function f : X Ñ Y is called Baire class 1 if the inverse image of any open subset of
Y under f is an Fσ subset of X . If Y is separable, and f is Baire class 1, then the
set of points of continuity for f is a comeager Gδ subset of X . If Y is separable and
pfn : X Ñ Y q
8
n“1 is a sequence of Baire class 1 functions, then pfnq
8
n“1 : X Ñ Y
N is
a Baire class 1 function. The pointwise limit of a sequence of continuous functions
from X to Y is a Baire class 1 function. The restriction of a Baire class 1 function
is a Baire class 1 function. For proofs of these facts and more info about Baire class
1 functions, see [Ke] and [Ku].
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a metrizable σ-compact topological space, Y a topological
space, and let f : X ˆ Y Ñ R be separately continuous. Given a metric d inducing
the topology of X and a countable family K of compact subsets of X such that
X “
Ť
KPK K; if there is δ ą 0 such that for each x P X, Bδpxq X K ‰ H for
only finitely many K P K, then f is the pointwise limit of a sequence of continuous
functions.
Proof. For each n P N, let txn,iu
8
i“1 be a
δ
2pn`1q -dense set in pX, dq such thatˇˇ
txn,iu
8
i“1 XK
ˇˇ
ă 8 for every K P K. For each n, i P N, define gn,i : X Ñ R` by
gn,ipxq “ max
!
δ
n`1 ´ d pxn,i, xq , 0
)
for every x P X . Note that gn,i is continuous
and given x P X , gn,iæBδ{2pxq is a nonzero function for some but only finitely many
i P N. Thus the function hn,i :“
gn,iř
8
j“1 gn,j
is well-defined and continuous. For each
n P N, define fn : X ˆ Y Ñ R by
fnpx, yq “
8ÿ
i“1
f pxn,i, yqhn,ipxq
for every px, yq P X ˆ Y and note that fn is itself continuous by the separate
continuity of f and the observation on gn,iæBδ{2pxq. The sequence pfnq
8
n“1 converges
pointwise to f . Indeed, take any px, yq P X ˆ Y and any ε ą 0. Let N P N be such
that |fpx, yq ´ fpx1, yq| ă ε when dpx, x1q ă δ
N
. Then, for n ě N ,
|fpx, yq ´ fnpx, yq| “
ˇˇˇ 8ÿ
i“1
pfpx, yq ´ f pxn,i, yqqhn,ipxq
ˇˇˇ
ď
8ÿ
i“1
|fpx, yq ´ f pxn,i, yq|hn,ipxq
ă ε ¨
8ÿ
i“1
hn,ipxq
“ ε.

Given a set X and a family F of functions from XˆX to X , define the sequence`
F rks
˘8
k“1
of subsets of XX recursively by
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F
r0s “ tx ÞÑ xu
F
rk`1s “
 
x ÞÑ fpx, gpxqq | f P F , g P F rks
(
.
The following lemma will give us Lemma 5.5 below, which is essential for the
proof of Theorem 1.4.
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a separable metric space and F a countable family of Baire
class 1 functions from X ˆX to X. There is a comeager Gδ subset E of X such
that g is continuous on E for all g P
Ť8
k“1 F
rks.
Proof. Certainly, g is continuous on E0 “ X for g P F
r0s. Suppose k P N0 is
such that there is a comeager Gδ subset Ek of X such that g is continuous on Ek
for all g P F rks. For each g P F rks, let Γg “ tpx, gpxqq | x P Eku. Since F is a
countable family of Baire class 1 functions with separable codomain X , there is a
comeager Gδ subset Fg of Γg such that fæΓg is continuous on Fg for all f P F . Let
π : X ˆ X Ñ X be the first coordinate projection. Consider U “ Γg X V ˆW ,
where V,W are open subsets of X ; and suppose x P πpUq, so that px, gpxqq P U .
As W is open and gpxq P W , there is r1 ą 0 such that Br1pgpxqq Ď W . Since g
is continuous on Ek, there is r2 ą 0 such that gpBr2pxq X Ekq Ď Br1pgpxqq. Thus
pV X Br2pxqq X Ek is an open neighborhood of x in Ek contained in πpUq. Since
x P πpUq was arbitrary, πpUq is open in Ek. And U was an arbitrary element in
a basis for the topology on Γg, so πpUq is open in Ek whenever U is open in Γg.
It follows easily that πpFgq is a comeager Gδ subset of Ek since Fg is a comeager
Gδ subset of Γg. Let Ek`1 “
Ş
gPF rks πpFgq. Since F
rks is countable, Ek`1 is a
comeager Gδ subset of Ek, and therefore also of X , since Ek is a comeager Gδ
subset of X . Now take any g P F rk`1s. Then there is f P F and g1 P F rks such that
gpxq “ fpx, g1pxqq for all x P X . And if x P Ek`1, then by construction x is a point
of continuity for g1 and px, g1pxqq is a point of continuity for fæΓg1 . Therefore x is a
point of continuity for g. Thus, we have constructed a comeager Gδ subset Ek`1 of
Ek such that g is continuous on Ek`1 for all g P F
rk`1s. And so we can recursively
define such Ek for all k P N. The result follows by taking E “
Ş8
k“0 Ek. 
3. Making coarse maps “invariant”.
In this section, we use Markov-Kakutani’s fixed-point theorem to show that
coarse embeddings may be modified and made more “tamed” if we allow ourselves
to substitute its codomain by an ultrapower of the ℓ1-sum of the original space.
Precisely, we have the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and f : X Ñ Y a coarse map. Then
there exists a nonprincipal ultrafilter U on an index set I, and a map F : X Ñ
ℓ1pY q
I{U , such that
ρf p}x´ y}q ď }F pxq ´ F pyq} ď ωf p}x´ y}q,
and
}F pxq ´ F pyq} “ }F px´ yq}, for all x, y P X.
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Proof. Let
C “
ź
px,yqPXˆX
rρf p}x´ y}q, ωf p}x´ y}qs.
We consider C as a subset of RXˆX with its pointwise convergence topology. By
the assumption that f is coarse and Tychonoff’s theorem, C is compact. We denote
elements of C by Dpx, yq. Let d : X ˆX Ñ R be given by dpx, yq “ }fpxq ´ fpyq},
for all x, y P X . So, d P C.
For each z P X , define zˆ : RXˆX Ñ RXˆX by letting zˆpgqpx, yq “ gpx` z, y` zq
for all g P RXˆX and all x, y P X . Let A “ convtzˆpdq | z P Xu Ď RXˆX .
By the definition of the pointwise convergence topology on RXˆX , we have that
A Ď C. The family tzˆæAuzPX is easily seen to be a commuting family of continuous,
affine self-mappings of the compact convex subset A of RXˆX . Hence, by Markov-
Kakutani’s fixed-point theorem, there exists D P A such that zˆpDq “ D for all z P
X . That is, Dpx`z, y`zq “ Dpx, yq for all x, y, z P X . SayD “ limiPU Di, where I
is an index set, U is some nonprincipal ultrafilter on I, and Di P convtzˆpdq | z P Xu,
for all i P I. For each i P I, we have that Di “
řspiq
j“1 αi,j zˆi,jpdq, for some finite
sequence pαi,jq
spiq
j“1 of nonnegative real numbers such that
řspiq
j“1 αi,j “ 1, and some
finite sequence pzi,jq
spiq
j“1 in X .
For y1, . . . , yn P Y , we denote py1, . . . , yn, 0, 0, . . .q P ℓ1pY q by ‘
n
j“1yj. Consider
the map
F “ pFiqiPI : X ÝÑ ℓ1pY q
I{U
x ÞÝÑ
´ spiqà
j“1
αi,j
`
fpx` zi,jq ´ fpzi,jq
˘¯
iPI
.
As supiPI }Fipxq}ℓ1pY q ď ωf p}x}q, for all x P X , the map F is well-defined. By the
definition of the norm on ℓ1pY q
I{U , we have that
}F pxq ´ F pyq}ℓ1pY qI{U “ Dpx, yq,
for all x, y P X . Therefore, as Dpx, yq “ Dpx´ y, 0q, for all x, y P X , and F p0q “ 0,
we are done. 
Corollary 3.2. Let pX, } ¨ }q be a Banach space, and Y be a superstable Banach
space. Let f : X Ñ Y be a coarse map. Then there exists a translation-invariant
stable pseudometric d on X such that
ρf p}x´ y}q ď dpx, yq ď ωfp}x´ y}q, for all x, y P X.
In particular, if X coarsely embeds into a superstable space, then there exists
a translation-invariant stable pseudometric d on X such that the identity map
Id: pX, } ¨ }q Ñ pX, dq is a coarse equivalence.
Proof. Let F : X Ñ ℓ1pY q
I{U be obtained from Theorem 3.1 applied to f . Define
a map d : X ˆ X Ñ R` by setting dpx, yq “ }F pxq ´ F pyq} for all x, y P X . It
can easily be seen that d is a translation-invariant pseudometric on X and that
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ρf p}x ´ y}q ď dpx, yq ď ωf p}x ´ y}q for all x, y P X . Also, as F is coarse and
ℓ1pY q
I{U is stable, it follows that d is a stable metric. 
The corollary above is the analogous version of [R, Theorem 0.2] to our setting.
In [R, Theorem 0.2], Raynaud proved that if a Banach space X uniformly embeds
into a superstable Banach space Y , then X has a translation-invariant stable metric
which is uniformly equivalent to X ’s norm. However, Raynaud’s proof relies on an
averaging process which relies on the emebedding f : X Ñ Y being uniformly con-
tinuous. By using Markov-Kakutani’s fixed-point theorem, we are able to overcome
that. Clearly, Corollary 3.2 implies [R, Theorem 0.2].
Remark 3.3. Although this will not be needed for the main result in these notes,
Corollary 3.2 can actually be improved to show the existence of a coarsely equivalent
translation-invariant stable metric on X . Indeed, it has been shown by the first
named author (see [Br, Theorem 1.6]) that if X and Y are Banach spaces and
f : X Ñ Y is a coarse embedding, then there is a coarse embedding fˆ : X Ñ ℓ1pY q
with uniformly continuous inverse (meaning ρfˆ ptq ą 0 whenever t ą 0). Thus, the
same proof as in Corollary 3.2 with ℓ1pY q replacing Y and fˆ replacing f will yield
that Id: pX, }¨}q Ñ pX, dq is a coarse embedding with uniformly continuous inverse.
In particular, d is a metric.
Although Kalton proved that there exist separable Banach spaces which are
coarsely equivalent but not uniformly equivalent (see [K3, Theorem 8.9]), the same
problem remains open for embeddings. Precisely, given Banach spaces X and Y ,
does X coarsely embed into Y if and only if X uniformly embeds into Y ? It is not
even known whether the coarse embeddability of X into Y would be strong enough
to give us that BX uniformly embeds into Y . In the remainder of this section, we
use Theorem 3.1 to prove a result on the uniform embeddability of the ball of a
given Banach space into a superstable space (Theorem 3.5).
Let X and Y be Banach spaces and consider a map f : X Ñ Y . For each t ě 0,
we define the exact compression modulus of f as
ρf ptq “ inft}fpxq ´ fpyq} | }x´ y} “ tu.
The map f is called almost uncollapsed if there exists some t ą 0 such that ρf ptq ą
0. This is equivalent to
sup
tą0
inf
}x´y}“t
}fpxq ´ fpyq} ą 0.
We say that f : X Ñ Y is solvent if for each n P N, there exists R ą 0, such that
}x´ y} P rR,R` ns implies }fpxq ´ fpyq} ą n,
for all x, y P X . By [Ro, Lemma 60], a coarse map f : X Ñ Y is solvent if and only
if suptą0 ρf ptq “ 8. It is clear that the condition of a map f : X Ñ Y being almost
uncollapsed is a weakening of f having a uniformly continuous inverse, and the
condition of f being solvent is a weakening of f being expanding (see Problem 3.7
below for more on that). We refer to [Ro] and [Br2] for more on almost uncollapsed
and solvent maps.
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Remark 3.4. Theorem 3.2 remains valid with ρf replaced by ρf . Indeed, the exact
same proof will work.
Theorem 3.5. If a Banach space X maps into a superstable space by a map which
is both uniformly continuous and almost uncollapsed, then BX uniformly embeds
into a superstable space.
Before proving Theorem 3.5, we need the following proposition.
Proposition 3.6. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and f : X Ñ Y be a solvent map
such that }fpxq´fpyq} “ }fpx´yq} for all x, y P X. Then, for every norm-bounded
subset B Ď X, fæB has a Lipschitz inverse.
Proof. First notice that,
}fpxq} “ }fpxq ´ fp0q} “ }fp0q ´ fpxq} “ }fp´xq},
for all x P X . Therefore,
}fpmxq} “ }fppm´ 1qxq ´ fp´xq} ď }fppm´ 1qxq} ` }fpxq},
for all x P X , and all m P N. So, }fpmxq} ď m ¨ }fpxq}, for all x P X , and all m P N.
Let N P N be such that B Ď N ¨BX . As f is solvent, we can find n,R ą 2N such
that }x} P rR,R` ns implies }fpxq} ą n (indeed, choose R1 as in the definition for
4N ` 2, and then let n “ 2N ` 1 and R “ R1 ` 2N ` 1). By our choice of n and
R, for each x P 2N ¨BX we can pick mx P N such that }mxx} P rR,R` ns. Hence,
}fpxq} ą
n
mx
ě
n
R` n
}x},
for all x P 2N ¨ BX . This gives us that }fpxq ´ fpyq} ě
n
R`n}x ´ y}, for all
x, y P B. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. If X maps into a superstable space by a uniformly continu-
ous almost uncollapsed map, then, by [Ro, Proposition 63], X maps into a super-
stable space by a map which is both uniformly continuous and solvent. Hence, by
Remark 3.4, X maps into a superstable space Y by a uniformly continuous solvent
map F such that }F pxq ´ F pyq} “ }F px ´ yq}, for all x, y P X . By Proposition
3.6, FæBX has a Lipschitz inverse. In particular, BX uniformly embeds into a
superstable space. 
As we mentioned before, it remains open whether coarse and uniform embed-
dability are equivalent in the context of Banach spaces. However, much more
remains unknown regarding embeddability between Banach spaces. Precisely, the
following is open (see [Br2] for more on that).
Problem 3.7. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Are the following equivalent?
(i) X uniformly embeds into Y .
(ii) X coarsely embeds into Y .
(iii) X maps into Y by a map which is both a uniform and a coarse embedding.
(iv) X maps into Y by a map which is uniformly continuous and almost uncol-
lapsed.
(v) X maps into Y by a map which is coarse and solvent.
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4. Type space.
Following Raynaud, our strategy for proving Theorem 1.4 is to first make an
appropriate definition for the type space of a Banach space coarsely embeddable
into a superstable Banach space. This type space needs to have certain compactness
properties and needs to be able to not only reflect the metric structure of the Banach
space, but also the algebraic structure. Using compactness and methods commonly
employed in the proof of Krivine’s theorem, we’ll be able to show the existence of
a type that satisfies a nice ℓp-inequality, and then push this back down onto the
Banach space.
To motivate the definition of the type space, first consider a general metric space
pM,dq. One may ask whether M can be compactified in a way that preserves the
metric structure on M . That is, under what conditions will there exist a compact
metrizable space T such thatM homeomorphically maps onto a dense subset of T ?
Separability is certainly a necessary condition, and given that Lip1pMq (the space of
all real-valued Lipschitz functions overM with Lipschitz constant less than or equal
to 1) is metrizable and closed in RM under the pointwise-convergence topology
when M is separable, a natural σ-locally compact metrizable T that contains a
dense homeomorphic copy of M is the closure of txuxPM in R
M , where x is defined
for all x P M by xpyq “ dpx, yq for all y P M . If d is a bounded metric, then T
is in fact compact, and since every metric is topologically equivalent to a bounded
metric, separability is also a sufficient condition.
Supposing now that M is a vector space, and limnÑ8 xn, limnÑ8 yn both exist,
one may further ask under what conditions do limnÑ8 pxn ` ynq and limnÑ8 pαxnq
exist, where α is some scalar. Stability of d is enough to show the existence of
limmÑ8 limnÑ8 xnpz ´ ymq for any z P M , and if d is also translation-invariant,
this means limnÑ8 pxn ` ynq exists after taking an appropriate subsequence. If d is
induced by a norm then limnÑ8 pαxnq certainly exists since pαxmqpyq “ |α|xnpy{αq.
Otherwise, a slight modification needs to be made to T . One must now account
for scalars by defining T to be a subset of RFˆM , where F is the field of scalars
and xpλ, yq “ dpλx, yq for all pλ, yq P F ˆM . Now, in this setting, limnÑ8 pαxnq
exists since pαxnqpλ, yq “ xnpλα, yq. With these ideas in mind, we are now ready
to explicitly define the type space we need. For a more complete discussion of some
of the ideas above, see [G].
From now on, we consider a separable infinite-dimensional Banach space pX, }¨}q
which admits a translation-invariant stable pseudometric d coarsely equivalent to
the metric induced by }¨}, and the corresponding identity map Id : pX, }¨}q Ñ pX, dq.
By Corollary 3.2, such d exists as long as X coarsely embeds into a superstable
space.
Remark 4.1. Notice that, by Remark 3.3, we can actually assume that d is a metric.
However, in order to obtain the isomorphism constant in Remark 8.4 below, we need
to work with d being the pseudometric given by Corollary 3.2.
Remark 4.2. Our definition of the type space will be similar to Raynaud’s, with a
few changes to the proofs resulting from having a metric that is coarsely equivalent
rather than uniformly equivalent to the metric induced by the norm on X . Note in
particular that, in our case, a sequence may be dense in pX, } ¨ }q while not being
dense in pX, dq. Thus, in order to have metrizability, we must use a countable
subset of X to define the type space.
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Let ∆ be a countable } ¨ }-dense Q-vector subspace of X . Given x P ∆, define
the function x P RQˆ∆` by xpλ, yq “ dpλx, yq for all pλ, yq P Q ˆ∆. The space of
types on p∆, dæ∆ˆ∆q, which we denote by T , is defined to be the closure of txuxP∆
in RQˆ∆ (with the topology of pointwise convergence). An element σ of T is called
a type, and is called a realized type if σ “ x for some x P ∆, in which case σ is also
called the type realized by x. The type 0 is called the null or trivial type.
Note that the countability of Q ˆ∆ implies that T is metrizable, and so every
σ P T can be expressed as limnÑ8 xn for some sequence pxnq
8
n“1 in ∆. Such a
sequence is called a defining sequence for σ. Note also that in this case σpλ, xq “
limn,U dpλxn, xq for every pλ, xq P Qˆ∆ and every nonprincipal ultrafilter U over N.
In particular, limnÑ8 dpxn, 0q exists, and so pxnq
8
n“1 is a d-bounded (and therefore
also } ¨ }-bounded) sequence in ∆.
For every M P R`, we let TM “ tσ P T | σp1, 0q ď Mu. We will need the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Say M P R`. Then TM is compact.
Proof. Say σ P TM , and pxnq
8
n“1 is a defining sequence for σ. As limnÑ8 dpxn, 0q “
σp1, 0q ď M , we may suppose that the defining sequence for σ is contained in
the d-ball of radius M ` 1 around 0. As Id: pX, } ¨ }q Ñ pX, dq is expanding,
there exists R ă 8 such that t ď R whenever ρIdptq ď M ` 1. Then, since
ρIdp}xn}q ď dpxn, 0q ďM ` 1 for every n P N, we have
σpλ, xq “ lim
n
dpλxn, xq ď lim
n
pdpλxn, 0q ` dp0, xqq ď ωIdp|λ|Rq ` dp0, xq
for all pλ, xq P Qˆ∆. That is, we have
TM Ď
ź
pλ,xqPQˆ∆
r0, ωp|λ|Rq ` dpx, 0qs,
since σ P TM was arbitrary. By Tychonoff’s theorem and the fact that TM is closed,
we are finished. 
Corollary 4.4. The metric space T is σ-locally compact.
The next lemma will allow us to define analogues of scalar multiplication and
vector addition in the type space, capturing some of the algebraic structure of X .
Lemma 4.5. Suppose σ, τ P T . Then if pwnq
8
n“1, pxnq
8
n“1 are defining sequences
for σ and pynq
8
n“1, pznq
8
n“1 are defining sequences for τ , then
(i) The limits limn pαwnq and limn pαxnq exist and are equal for every α P Q.
(ii) The limits limn limm pwn ` ymq and limn limm pxn ` zmq exist and are equal.
Proof. Item (i) follows immediately from the definitions. By a straightforward
argument using the translation-invariance and stability of d, item (ii) also follows.

Definition 4.6. Let σ, τ P T and let pxnq
8
n“1, pymq
8
m“1 be any defining sequences
for σ and τ , respectively. We define the dilation operation on T by pα, σq P QˆT ÞÑ
α ¨ σ P T , where α ¨ σ :“ limn pαxnq. We define the convolution operation on T by
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pσ, τq P T ˆ T ÞÑ σ ˚ τ P T , where σ ˚ τ :“ limn limm pxn ` ymq. By Lemma 4.5,
both dilation and convolution are well-defined. For pσjq
k
j“1 Ď T , we define ˚
k
j“1 σj
in the obvious way, and we allow dilation to bind more strongly than convolution
in our notation, i.e., we write α ¨ σ ˚ τ to mean pα ¨ σq ˚ τ .
It follows easily from the definitions that, given σ P T and a defining sequence
pxnq
8
n“1 for σ, we have α ¨ σpλ, xq “ σpλα, xq for every pλ, xq P Qˆ∆ and σ ˚ τ “
limnÑ8 xn ˚ τ for every τ P T . Furthermore, using the translation-invariance and
stability of d, it is easily shown that convolution is associative and commutative, and
that dilation distributes over convolution. We now prove some continuity properties
of our dilation and convolution maps.
Lemma 4.7. Dilation is a right-continuous map from Qˆ T to T .
Proof. Fix α P Q and suppose pσnq
8
n“1 is a sequence in T converging to σ P T .
Then α ¨ σpλ, xq “ σpλα, xq “ limnÑ8 σnpλα, xq “ limnÑ8 α ¨ σnpλ, xq for all
pλ, xq P Q ˆ∆. Thus α ¨ σ “ limnÑ8 α ¨ σn. This was for an arbitrary converging
sequence in T , so dilation is right continuous. 
Lemma 4.8. Convolution is a separately continuous map from T ˆ T to T .
Proof. Let D be a metric compatible with the topology on T . Fix τ P T and sup-
pose pσnq
8
n“1 is a sequence in T converging to σ P T . For each n P N, let pxn,mq
8
m“1
be a defining sequence for σn, and let mn P N be such that Dpσn, xn,mnq ă
1
n
and
Dpxn,mn ˚ τ, σn ˚ τq ă
1
n
. Then pxn,mnq
8
n“1 is a defining sequence for σ by the tri-
angle inequality; and so, again by triangle inequality, σ ˚ τ “ limn σn ˚ τ . This was
for an arbitrary converging sequence in T , so convolution (which is commutative)
is separately continuous. 
Corollary 4.9. Convolution is a Baire class 1 map from T ˆ T to T .
Proof. Given pλ, xq P Q ˆ ∆, let Φλ,x : T ˆ T Ñ R be defined by Φλ,xpσ, τq “
σ ˚ τpλ, xq for all σ, τ P T . Choose a compatible metric D for the topology on
T and note that there is δ ą 0 such that Dpσ, τq ě δ whenever |σp1, 0q ´ τp1, 0q|
is large enough. Now, by Lemma 4.8 and the topology on T , Φλ,x is separately
continuous; and by Lemma 4.3, TM is compact for every M P R`. Thus; applying
Lemma 2.1 with X “ Y “ T , f “ Φλ,x, d “ D, K “ tTM`1zintTMu
8
M“0, and with
δ as above in the statement of Lemma 2.1; we have that Φλ,x is the pointwise limit
of a sequence of continuous functions, and is therefore Baire class 1. As this is true
for any pλ, xq P Qˆ∆, convolution is itself Baire class 1. 
The sequence in the statement of our main theorem will be a defining sequence
for one of the types in T . We will eventually prove an inequality for the type and
then show that a similar inequality holds for the spreading model associated with
the sequence, but first we need to know under what circumstances a type’s defining
sequence even has a spreading model. We already know that a defining sequence
pxnq
8
n“1 for a type σ is bounded in norm, but we want to put a condition on σ that
guarantees pxnq
8
n“1 is eventually bounded away from zero in norm. This motivates
our next definition.
Definition 4.10. A type σ P T is called admissible if σp1, 0q ą inftą0 ωIdptq.
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Note that if σ is an admissible type and pxnq
8
n“1 is a defining sequence for σ,
then lim infn ωIdp}xn}q ě limn dpxn, 0q “ σp1, 0q ą inftą0 ωIdptq. Thus, since ωId is
an increasing function, we can find δ ą 0 such that pxnq
8
n“1 is eventually δ-bounded
in norm away from zero. From this point forward, we will let γ “ inftą0 ωIdptq.
Remark 4.11. If Id: pX, } ¨ }q Ñ pX, dq is uniformly continuous, then γ “ 0.
If, in addition, d is a metric, then the inequality in our definition is trivial, and
every nontrivial type will be admissible. Given our assumption that d is coarsely
equivalent to } ¨ }, we do not need to place any additional conditions on a type to
guarantee its defining sequences to be bounded in norm. Had this not been the case,
we would have had to include such a condition in our definition of admissibility. One
condition we could use would be to require a type σ to also satisfy the inequality
σp1, 0q ă suptă8 ρIdptq (a trivial inequality in our case). In [R], where the author
is concerned with an invariant stable metric d uniformly equivalent to the metric
induced by } ¨ }, the author does exactly this.
At this point, we have established a condition to put on a type to guarantee its
defining sequences are bounded in norm and eventually bounded away from zero
in norm. In our goal to obtain a spreading model, we now need an extra condition
which will guarantee that a type’s defining sequences contain no norm-Cauchy
subsequences.
Definition 4.12. We say that a type σ is symmetric if σ “ p´1q ¨ σ, i.e., if
σpλ, xq “ σp´λ, xq, for all pλ, xq P Q ˆ∆. Let S “ tσ P T | σ is symmetricu and
let SM “ S X TM .
Note that by Lemma 4.7, S is closed, and therefore SM is compact for allM P R`.
Proposition 4.13. Say σ P T is an admissible symmetric type and pxnq
8
n“1 is a
defining sequence for σ. Then pxnq
8
n“1 has no } ¨ }-Cauchy subsequence.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary, that pxnq
8
n“1 has a } ¨ }-Cauchy subsequence. After
taking this subsequence, we can assume that pxnq
8
n“1 converges in norm to some
x P X . Then, as σ is symmetric, we have that
lim inf
n
dpλxn,´ λxnq
“ lim inf
n
´
dpλxn,´λxnq ´ σpλ,´λxnq ` σp´λ,´λxnq
¯
“ lim inf
n
lim
m
´
dpλxn,´λxnq ´ dpλxm,´λxnq ` dp´λxm,´λxnq
¯
ď lim inf
n
lim
m
´
dpλxn, λxmq ` dp´λxm,´λxnq
¯
ď 2 ¨ lim inf
n
lim inf
m
ωIdp|λ| ¨ }xn ´ xm}q
“ 2γ,
for all λ P Q. This gives us that ρIdp}λx}q ď lim infn ρIdp2}λxn}q ď 2γ, for all
λ P Q. As d is coarsely equivalent to the norm of X , this can only happen if x “ 0.
But then the admissibility of σ yields
γ ă σp1, 0q “ lim
n
dpxn, 0q ď lim inf
n
ωIdp}xn}q “ γ,
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a contradiction. 
5. Conic classes.
To show the existence of a type that satisfies an ℓp-inequality, we will use a
limiting argument and the existence of a shared point of continuity for every finite
combination of convolutions and dilations by a scalar. The definition of conic class
below is motivated by the desire to use Lemma 2.2 with the Baire category theorem
to find a shared point of continuity, and the need for a minimality argument to make
sure this point can be used in the limiting argument.
Definition 5.1. A nonempty subset C of S is called a conic class if
(i) C ‰ t0u,
(ii) λ ¨ σ P C for all λ P Q and σ P C, and
(iii) σ ˚ τ P C for all σ, τ P C.
Moreover, C is called admissible if C contains an admissible type, i.e., if there exists
σ P C such that σp1, 0q ą γ.
Lemma 5.2. The set S is a closed admissible conic class.
Proof. That S is closed follows from Lemma 4.7. The properties (ii) and (iii) follow
easily from the definitions of dilation and convolution and from the invariance of d.
All that remains is to show that there is an admissible (and therefore nontrivial)
type σ in S. Let R ă 8 be such that ρIdptq ą γ whenever t ě R. By the infinite-
dimensionality of X , there is a bounded R-separated sequence pxnq
8
n“1 in pX, } ¨ }q.
After possibly taking a subsequence, we may suppose that pxnq
8
n“1 is a defining
sequence for some σ P T . In this case,
pσ ˚ p´1q ¨ σqp1, 0q “ lim
n
lim
m
dpxn ´ xm, 0q
ě inf
n‰m
dpxn ´ xm, 0q
ě ρIdpRq
ą γ
That is, the symmetric type σ ˚ p´1q ¨ σ is admissible. Therefore S is a closed
admissible conic class. 
Now that the existence of a closed admissible conic class has been shown, we will
show the existence of one that is minimal (with respect to set inclusion), using the
following lemma.
Lemma 5.3. Let σ be an admissible type. Given any 0 ď r1 ă r2, there is α P Q`
such that ρIdpr1q ď α ¨ σp1, 0q ď ωIdpr2q.
Proof. Let pxnq
8
n“1 be a defining sequence for σ. The admissibility of σ implies
that pxnq
8
n“1 is a } ¨}-bounded sequence which is eventually } ¨}-bounded away from
0. Thus, we may suppose after possibly taking a subsequence that limn }xn} exists
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and is nonzero. Let α P Q` be such that limn }αxn} P rr1, r2s. As α ¨ σp1, 0q “
limn dpαxn, 0q, we then have
ρIdpr1q ď α ¨ σp1, 0q ď ωIdpr2q.

Proposition 5.4. Every closed admissible conic class contains a minimal closed
admissible conic class.
Proof. Fix a closed admissible conic class C. Let F be the family of closed admis-
sible conic classes contained in C ordered by reverse set inclusion and let tCiuiPI be
some chain in F .
Claim:
Ş
iPI Ci is a closed admissible conic class.
Certainly,
Ş
iPI Ci Ď S is closed and satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii) in the
definition of conic class. So we only need to show that
Ş
iPI Ci contains an admissible
type. For that, fix R ă 8 such that ρIdptq ą γ whenever t ě R and let Bi “
Ci X pTωIdpR`1qzintTρIdpRqq for all i P I. By Lemma 4.3, Bi is compact. Given
i P I, let σi P Ci be admissible. By the previous lemma, there is αi P Q` such that
αi ¨ σi P Bi, so Bi is nonempty. Hence, tBiuiPI is a family of compact sets with the
finite intersection property, which gives us that
Ş
iPI Bi Ď
Ş
iPI Ci is nonempty. By
our choice of R,
Ş
iPI Bi can only contain admissible types, hence
Ş
iPI Ci contains
an admissible type, and the claim is proved.
As
Ş
iPI Ci is a closed admissible conic class, it is an upper bound for the chain
tCiuiPI in F . By Zorn’s lemma, F has a maximal element. That is, C contains a
minimal closed admissible conic class. 
We come now to the main result of this section. For Raynaud, it was enough
to show that the maps σ ÞÑ σ ˚ α ¨ σ, where α is any scalar, share a point of
continuity. He then uses this to show σ ˚α ¨σ “ p1`|α|pq1{p ¨σ for some p P r1,8q.
With this equality, one may then easily show that for any finite sequence of scalars
α “ pαjq
N
j“1, one has ˚
N
j“1 αj ¨ σ “ }α}p ¨ σ. In our case however, we will only be
able to show that given any ptmq
8
m“1 Ď Q converging to }α}p and pλ, xq P Q ˆ∆,
lim supm |˚
N
j“1 αj ¨σpλ, xq´ tm ¨σpλ, xq| ď L, for some constant L depending on γ.
The next lemma will allow us to make sure L does not depend on the length of α.
Lemma 5.5. Let C be a closed admissible conic class. Then there is an admissible
φ P C such that φ is a common point of continuity for the family of functions
tσ ÞÑ ˚mj“1 αj ¨ σ | α P Q
ăNu Ď CC.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 4.9 (with X “ C and F “ tσ ÞÑ α ¨ σ ˚ β ¨
σ | α, β P Qu), there is a comeager Gδ subset E of C such that g is continuous
on E for all g P tσ ÞÑ ˚nj“1 αj ¨ σ | α P Q
ăNu Ď CC. But C is closed, and so is
locally compact, by Corollary 4.4. Therefore E is dense in C, by the Baire category
theorem, and the statement follows by the admissibility of C. 
6. Model associated to an admissible symmetric type.
Let σ be an admissible symmetric type and pxnq
8
n“1 be a defining sequence for
σ. Then the sequence pxnq
8
n“1 is bounded, and by Proposition 4.13, has no } ¨ }-
Cauchy subsequence. Thus, given a nonprincipal ultrafilter U on N, we may define
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a spreading sequence pζnq
8
n“1 and a spreading model S “ X ‘ spantζn | n P Nu
associated to pxnq
8
n“1 and U as in Subsection 2.1. As in Subsection 2.1, we let
pξnq
8
n“1 be given by ξn “ ζ2n´1 ´ ζ2n, for all n P N.
Let τ “ σ ˚ p´1q ¨ σ. As σ “ limn xn, we may assume after taking a sub-
sequence that τ “ limn yn where yn “ x2n´1 ´ x2n. As pxnq
8
n“1 has no } ¨ }-
Cauchy subsequence, we may further assume after taking another subsequence that
infn‰m }xn ´ xm} ą 0. As τp1, 0q “ limn dpyn, 0q ě ρIdpinfn‰m }xn ´ xm}q, by di-
lating σ, we can also assume that τ is an admissible type. It is clear that pξnq
8
n“1
is the spreading model of pynq
8
n“1 for the ultrafilter U .
From this point forward, we fix a minimal closed admissible conic class C and an
admissible φ P C that is a common point of continuity for the family of functions
F “ tσ ÞÑ ˚nj“1 αj ¨σ | n P N, α P Q
nu Ď CC such that ψ “ φ˚ p´1q ¨φ is admissible
(this is possible by Lemma 5.5). We also fix a defining sequence pxnq
8
n“1 for φ with
unique (see Section 2.1) spreading model pS, ||| ¨ |||q such that yn “ x2n´1 ´ x2n is a
defining sequence for ψ. We will let pζnq
8
n“1 be the spreading sequence associated
with S and ξn “ ζ2n´1 ´ ζ2n for every n P N.
Definition 6.1. Given pαjq
m
j“1 P Q
ăN, we say that
řm
j“1 αjζj realizes the type
˚
m
j“1 αj ¨ φ.
Remark 6.2. Notice that, if u “
řm1
j“1 αjζj realizes σ, and v “
řm2
j“m1`1
βjζj
realizes τ , it follows that u` v realizes σ ˚ τ .
6.1. Basic properties of ||| ¨ |||. We will now prove some technical lemmas which
will be important in the proof of the main theorem of these notes. The main lemma
here is Lemma 6.8, which will allow us to derive inequalities involving the type ψ.
Lemma 6.3. Say u ‰ v P spanQtζn | n P Nu realize σ and τ , respectively. Then
for every pλ, xq P Qˆ∆,
sup
0ăεď|λ||||u´v|||
ρIdp|λ||||u´ v||| ´ εq ď σpλ, xq ` τpλ, xq
and
|σpλ, xq ´ τpλ, xq| ď inf
εą0
ωIdp|λ||||u´ v||| ` εq.
In particular, we have for each δ ą 0 that
(i) |||u||| ą δ implies σp1, 0q ě ρIdpδq, and
(ii) σp1, 0q ą ωIdpδq implies |||u||| ě δ.
Proof. Say u “
řm
j“1 αjζj and v “
řm
j“1 βjζj , for some pαjq
m
j“1, pβjq
m
j“1 P Q
ăN.
Then
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ρIdp|λ||||u´ v||| ´ εq ď lim sup
nm
. . . lim sup
n1
ρId
´›››λ mÿ
j“1
pαj ´ βjqxnj
›››¯
ď lim
nm
. . . lim
n1
d
´
λ
mÿ
j“1
pαj ´ βjqxnj , 0
¯
ď lim
nm
. . . lim
n1
´
d
´
λ
mÿ
j“1
αjxnj , x
¯
` d
´
λ
mÿ
j“1
βjxnj , x
¯¯
“ σpλ, xq ` τpλ, xq
for every 0 ă ε ă |λ||||u´ v|||. Similarly,
|σpλ, xq ´ τpλ, xq| “ lim
nm
. . . lim
n1
ˇˇˇ
d
´
λ
mÿ
j“1
αjxnj , x
¯
´ d
´
λ
mÿ
j“1
βjxnj , x
¯ˇˇˇ
ď lim
nm
. . . lim
n1
d
´
λ
mÿ
j“1
pαj ´ βjqxnj , 0
¯
ď lim inf
nm
. . . lim inf
n1
ωId
´›››λ mÿ
j“1
pαj ´ βjqxnj
›››¯
ď ωIdp|λ||||u´ v||| ` εq
for all ε ą 0. The particular case follows by letting v “ 0 and λ “ 1. 
Let H “ spanQtξi | i P Nu Ď S. Given α “ pαjq
m
j“1 P Q
ăN, we define a bounded
linear map Tα : H Ñ H as follows. For each n P N let
Tαpξnq “
mÿ
j“1
αjξmn`j´1
and extend Tα linearly to H . As pξnq
8
n“1 is 1-spreading, we have that |||Tαpuq||| ď
}α}1|||u|||, for all u P H . Hence, we can extend Tα to a bounded operator Tα : H Ñ
H. If α “ pα1q is a sequence of length 1, then Tαu is just the scaling of u by α1.
We also define the function pTα : C Ñ C by letting
pTαpσq “ m˚
j“1
αj ¨ σ
for all σ P C.
Lemma 6.4. Let α “ pαiq
n
i“1, β “ pβjq
m
j“1 P Q
ăN. Let γ “ pγkq
nm
k“1 P Q
ăN, where
γk “ αiβj whenever k “ npj ´ 1q ` i. Then Tα ˝ Tβ “ Tγ and pTα ˝ pTβ “ pTγ.
Proof. For any k P N,
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pTα ˝ Tβqpξkq “ Tα
´ mÿ
j“1
βjξmk`j´1
¯
“
mÿ
j“1
nÿ
i“1
αiβjξnpmk`j´1q`i´1
“
mÿ
j“1
nÿ
i“1
αiβjξnmk`npj´1q`i´1
“
nmÿ
ℓ“1
γℓξnmk`ℓ´1
“ Tγpξkq
Therefore Tα ˝ Tβ “ Tγ , by linearity and continuity. Similarly,
p pTα ˝ pTβqpσq “ pTα
´
m
˚
j“1
βjσ
¯
“
m
˚
j“1
n
˚
i“1
αiβjσ “
nm
˚
ℓ“1
γℓσ “ pTγpσq.
for all σ P C, and so pTα ˝ pTβ “ pTγ . 
The previous lemma justifies the following definition.
Definition 6.5. Let α “ pαiq
n
i“1, β “ pβjq
m
j“1 P Q
ăN. We define α ˝ β “ pγkq
nm
k“1 P
QăN by γk “ αiβj whenever k “ npj ´ 1q ` i. We define α
˝k recursively by letting
α˝1 “ α and α˝k`1 “ α ˝ α˝k for every k P N.
Remark 6.6. Notice that, pT kα “ pTα˝k for all α P QăN and all k P N.
Lemma 6.7. Let α “ pαjq
m
j“1 P Q
ăN. Say u P H realizes the type σ. Then, Tαpuq
realizes pTαpσq.
Proof. Suppose u “
řn
i“1 λiξi, so σ “ ˚
n
i“1 λi ¨ ψ. Then
Tαpuq “
nÿ
i“1
λi
mÿ
j“1
αjξmi`j´1 “
mÿ
j“1
nÿ
i“1
αjλiξmi`j´1
which realizes the type
m
˚
i“1
n
˚
j“1
αjλi ¨ ψ “
m
˚
j“1
αj ¨
n
˚
i“1
λi ¨ ψ “ pTαpσq.

Lemma 6.8. Fix N P N. For each 1 ď i ď N , suppose ui, vi P H realize σ
and τ , respectively. Let pαiq
N
i“1, pβiq
N
i“1 Ď Q
ăN and pbiq
N
i“1 P Q
N . Then for every
pλ, xq P Qˆ∆, we have that
ˇˇˇ
N
˚
i“1
bi ¨ pTαiσpλ, xq ´ N˚
i“1
bi ¨ pTβiτpλ, xq
ˇˇˇ
ď inf
εą0
ωId
´
|λ|
Nÿ
i“1
|bi| ¨ |||Tαiui ´ Tβi
vi||| ` ε
¯
.
Proof. For each m P N, let sm : H Ñ H be the linear map given by smpξnq “
ξn`m for each n P N. We construct sequences pu
1
iq
N
i“1, pv
1
iq
N
i“1 Ď H recursively as
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follows. Let u11 “ b1Tα1u1 and v
1
1 “ b1Tβ
1
v1. Given u
1
i, v
1
i for some 1 ď i ă N ,
let mi “ maxtsupppu
1
iq Y supppv
1
iqu and then let u
1
i`1 “ bi`1smipTαi`1ui`1q and
v1i`1 “ bi`1smipTβi`1
vi`1q. Clearly, both sequences pu
1
iq
N
i“1 and pv
1
iq
N
i“1 have disjoint
supports. Hence, by Lemma 6.7 and Remark 6.2,
řN
i“1 u
1
i and
řN
i“1 v
1
i realize
˚
N
i“1 bi ¨
pTαiσ and ˚Ni“1 bi ¨ pTβiτ , respectively. Thus, by Lemma 6.3 and the fact
that pξnq
8
n“1 is 1-spreading, we have that
ˇˇˇ
N
˚
i“1
bi ¨ pTαiσpλ, xq ´ N˚
i“1
bi ¨ pTβiτpλ, xq
ˇˇˇ
ď inf
εą0
ωId
´
|λ| ¨ |||
Nÿ
i“1
pu1i ´ v
1
iq||| ` ε
¯
ď inf
εą0
ωId
´
|λ|
Nÿ
i“1
|||u1i ´ v
1
i||| ` ε
¯
“ inf
εą0
ωId
´
|λ|
Nÿ
i“1
|bi| ¨ |||Tαiui ´ Tβi
vi||| ` ε
¯
.

7. Coarse approximating sequences.
The goal of this section is to show that the type ψ satisfies the conclusion of
Proposition 7.7 below. For that, we introduce the notion of coarse approximating
sequences.
Definition 7.1. Let u “
řk
i“1 αiξi P spantξn | n P Nu. We say that a vector v P
spantξn | n P Nu is a spreading of u if v “
řk
i“1 αiξni for some n1 ă . . . ă nk P N.
Definition 7.2. Let pαiq
N
i“1 Ď Q
ăN and pβiq
N
i“1 P R
N
` . A sequence of types
pσnq
8
n“1 Ď C is called a coarse pαi, βiq
N
i“1-approximating sequence if there exists
a sequence punq
8
n“1 Ď H and sequences pui,nq
8
n“1 Ď H for each 1 ď i ď N such
that
(i) un realizes σn for all n P N,
(ii) ui,n is a spreading of un for each n P N and 1 ď i ď N , and
(iii) limn |||Tαipunq ´ βiui,n||| “ 0 for all 1 ď i ď N .
Lemma 7.3. Suppose α P QăN, β ě 0, and punq
8
n“1 Ď H. If there is a spreading
pu1nq
8
n“1 of punq
8
n“1 such that limn |||Tαpunq ´ βu
1
n||| “ 0, then for every k P N there
is a spreading pu2nq
8
n“1 of punq
8
n“1 such that limn |||T
k
αpunq ´ β
ku2n||| “ 0.
Proof. For k “ 1 the result is trivial. Suppose the result holds for some k P N.
Let pu2nq
8
n“1 be a spreading of punq
8
n“1 such that limn |||T
k
αpunq ´ β
ku2n||| “ 0. By
the definition of Tα, it follows that pTαpu
2
nqq
8
n“1 is a spreading of pTαpunqq
8
n“1, so
there exists a spreading pu3n q
8
n“1 of punq
8
n“1 such that also pTαpu
2
nq ´ βu
3
n q
8
n“1 is a
spreading of pTαpunq ´ βu
1
nq
8
n“1. Thus, by the 1-equivalence of pξnq
8
n“1 with all its
subsequences,
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|||T k`1α punq ´ β
k`1u3n ||| ď |||T
k`1
α punq ´ Tαpβ
ku2nq||| ` |||Tαpβ
ku2nq ´ β
k`1u3n |||
“ |||TαpT
k
α punq ´ β
ku2nq||| ` β
k|||Tαpu
2
nq ´ βu
3
n |||
ď |||Tα||| ¨ |||T
k
αpunq ´ β
ku2n||| ` β
k|||Tαpunq ´ βu
1
n|||.
Therefore limn |||T
k`1
α punq ´ β
k`1u3n ||| “ 0, so the result holds for k` 1. By induc-
tion, we are finished. 
With the above lemma and Lemma 6.4, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 7.4. If pσnq
8
n“1 is a coarse pαi, βiq
N
i“1-approximating sequence, then it
is also a coarse pα˝kii , β
ki
i q
N
i“1-approximating sequence for every k1, . . . , kN P N.
Lemma 7.5. Suppose pαiq
N
i“1 Ď Q
ăN is such that αi˝αj “ αj ˝αi for all 1 ď i, j ď
N . Then there are pβiq
N
i“1 P R
N and pσnq
8
n“1 Ď C such that pσnq
8
n“1 is a coarse
pαi, βiq
N
i“1-approximating sequence and βi P r}αi}8, }αi}1s for each 1 ď i ď N .
Moreover, we may choose pσnq
8
n“1 so that for all n P N, b1 ď σnp1, 0q ď b2 for
some γ ă b1 ď b2 not depending on n.
Proof. For those αi’s that are length 1 sequences, the proposition is clear with
tβiu “ αi. So suppose for each 1 ď i ď N that αi is a sequence of length at least
2. As the basis pξnq
8
n“1 of H is 1-unconditional and 1-spreading, we have that
}αi}8|||u||| ď |||Tαipuq||| ď }αi}1|||u|||, for all u P H and all 1 ď i ď N . Also, for each
1 ď i ď N , it is clear from the definition of Tαi that |||Tαipuq´ξ1||| ą 0 for all u P H,
and so Tαi is not invertible. Hence, the spectrum of Tαi has a real non-negative
boundary point, and so Tαi has a real non-negative approximate eigenvalue for each
1 ď i ď N by [KM, Proposition IV.1]. By Lemma 6.4, Tαi commutes with Tαj for
all 1 ď i, j ď N . Thus, by [BL, Proposition 12.18], there exists pβiq
N
i“1 P R
N
` and
a single normalized sequence punq
8
n“1 Ď H such that limn |||Tαiun ´ βiun||| “ 0 for
every 1 ď i ď N . As |||un||| “ 1 for each n P N, the bounds above for |||Tαipuq|||
yield that βi P r}αi}8, }αi}1s for each 1 ď i ď N . By density, one may assume that
punq
8
n“1 Ď H and 1 ď |||un||| ď 2 for all n P N. Finally, let δ ą 0 be such that
ρIdpδ{2q ą γ and let σn be the type realized by δun for each n P N. The result now
follows by letting b1 “ ρIdpδq and b2 “ ωIdp3δq (see Lemma 6.3). 
Lemma 7.6. Suppose pαiq
N
i“1 Ď Q
ăN is such that αi ˝ αj “ αj ˝ αi for all 1 ď
i, j ď N . Then there is pβiq
N
i“1 P R
N such that every σ P C is the limit of a coarse
pαi, βiq
N
i“1-approximating sequence and βi P r}αi}8, }αi}1s for all 1 ď i ď N .
Proof. Let γ ă b1 ď b2, pβiq
N
i“1 P R
N and pσnq
8
n“1 be given by Lemma 7.5, so
that pσnq
8
n“1 is a coarse pαi, βiq
N
i“1-approximating sequence and b1 ď σnp1, 0q ď b2
for every n P N. Let C˜ be the subset of C consisting of all types of C which are
the limit of a coarse pαi, βiq
N
i“1-approximating sequence. As Tb1,b2 :“ tσ P T |
b1 ď σp1, 0q ď b2u is compact and metrizable, pσnqn has a converging subsequence
which converges to an element σ P CXTb1,b2 . A subsequence of a coarse pαi, βiq
N
i“1-
approximating sequence is still a coarse pαi, βiq
N
i“1-approximating sequence, so we
have that C˜ ‰ t0u, and in particular C˜ contains an admissible type.
By the minimality of C, it is enough to show that C˜ is a closed conic class. Suppose
σ P C˜ and pσnq
8
n“1 is a coarse pαi, βiq
N
i“1-approximating sequence converging to σ.
Then, by Lemma 4.7, λ ¨ σ is the limit of pλ ¨ σnq
8
n“1, which is easily seen to be
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a coarse pαi, βiq-approximating sequence for every λ P Q. Thus C˜ is closed under
dilation by any λ P Q.
Let D be a metric compatible with the topology of T . Say σ, τ P C˜ and let us
show that σ ˚ τ P C˜. Let pσnq
8
n“1 and pτnq
8
n“1 be coarse pαi, βiq
N
i“1-approximating
sequences in C converging to σ and τ , respectively. As the convolution is separately
continuous, we have limk σk ˚ τ “ σ ˚ τ and, for a fixed k P N, limn σk ˚ τn “ σk ˚ τ .
For each k P N, let npkq ě k be such that
Dpσk ˚ τnpkq, σk ˚ τq ď 2
´k.
If we set σ1k “ σk ˚ τnpkq, then limk σ
1
k “ σ ˚ τ .
For each 1 ď i ď N , let punq
8
n“1, pui,nq
8
n“1, pvnq
8
n“1 and pvi,nq
8
n“1 be sequences
realizing pσnq
8
n“1 and pτnq
8
n“1 respectively, as given by the definition of coarse
pαi, βiq
N
i“1-approximating sequences. By translating the supports of vnpkq and
vi,npkq if necessary, we may assume that supppukq ă supppvnpkqq and supppui,kq ă
supppvi,npkqq for all 1 ď i ď N and k P N. Let pzkq
8
k“1 “ puk`vnpkqq
8
k“1, so zk real-
izes σ1k for each k P N. Set pzi,kq
8
k“1 “ pui,k`vi,npkqq
8
k“1 for all 1 ď i ď N , so zi,k is
a spreading of zk. This gives us that pσ
1
kq
8
k“1 is a coarse pαi, βiq
N
i“1-approximating
sequence. Thus σ ˚ τ P C˜, and so C˜ is closed under convolution.
Finally, let us show that C˜ is closed. Say pσkq
8
k“1 is a sequence in C˜ converging
to σ P C. For each k P N, there exists a coarse pαi, βiq
N
i“1-approximating sequence
pσk,nq
8
n“1 in C converging to σk. For each k P N, let puk,nq
8
n“1 be a sequence
realizing pσk,nq
8
n“1 and let puk,i,nq
8
n“1 be a spreading of puk,nq
8
n“1 for each 1 ď i ď
N as given by Definition 7.2. For each k P N, choose an integer npkq ě k such that
Dpσk,npkq, σkq ď 1{k and |||Tαipuk,npkqq ´ βiuk,i,npkq||| ă 1{k for each 1 ď i ď N .
Set τk “ σk,npkq for each k P N. Then pτkq
8
k“1 is a coarse pαi, βiq
N
i“1-approximating
sequence converging to σ. That is, σ P C˜. Thus C˜ is closed since σ was an arbitrary
limit point. By what was shown, C˜ is a closed admissible conic class contained in
C and by the minimality of C, we are finished. 
Proposition 7.7. Suppose pαiq
N
i“1 Ď Q
ăN is such that αi ˝ αj “ αj ˝ αi for all
1 ď i, j ď N . There exists β “ pβiq
N
i“1 P R
N such that βi P r}αi}8, }αi}1s for all
1 ď i ď N and
lim sup
m
ˇˇˇ
N
˚
i“1
bi ¨ pT kiαiψpλ, xq ´ N˚i“1 biβkii,m ¨ ψpλ, xq
ˇˇˇ
ď γ
for every pbiq
N
i“1 P Q
N , every pkiq
N
i“1 P N
N , every pλ, xq P Qˆ∆, and every sequence
pβmq
8
m“1 Ď Q
N
` converging to β, where βm “ pβi,mq
N
i“1 for all m P N.
Proof. Let pβiq
N
i“1 P R
N be given by Lemma 7.6 and let pφnq
8
n“1 be a coarse
pαi, βiq
N
i“1-approximating sequence converging to φ, also given by Lemma 7.6. For
each n P N let ψn “ φn ˚ p´1q ¨ φn. Then, by our choice of φ (see Lemma 5.5) we
have that
lim
n
N
˚
i“1
bi ¨ pT kiαiψnpλ, xq “ N˚i“1 bi ¨ pT kiαiψpλ, xq
and
lim
n
N
˚
i“1
biβ
ki
i,m ¨ ψnpλ, xq “
N
˚
i“1
biβ
ki
i,m ¨ ψpλ, xq
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for all pλ, xq P Qˆ∆ and all m P N.
By Corollary 7.4, pφnq
8
n“1 is a coarse pα
˝ki
i , β
ki
i q
N
i“1-approximating sequence and
we can pick a sequence punq
8
n“1 realizing pφnq
8
n“1 and sequences pui,nq
8
n“1 which are
spreadings of punq
8
n“1 and satisfy limn |||Tα˝kiun´β
ki
i ui,n||| “ 0 for every 1 ď i ď N .
For each n P N, let u1n P H have the same basis coordinates as un except shifted over
so that supppunq ă supppu
1
nq and supppui,nq ă supppu
1
nq for every 1 ď i ď N . For
each 1 ď i ď N and n P N, let u1i,n be a spreading of un so that Tα˝ki
i
u1n ´ β
kiu1i,n
is a spreading of T
α
˝ki
i
un ´ β
k1ui,n and such that supppui,nq ă supppu
1
i,nq.
Notice that both un ´ u
1
n and ui,n ´ u
1
i,n realize ψn. Therefore, by Lemma 6.8,
we have that
ˇˇˇ
N
˚
i“1
bi¨ pT kiαiψnpλ, xq ´ N˚i“1 biβkii,m ¨ ψnpλ, xq
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
N
˚
i“1
bi ¨ pTα˝ki
i
ψnpλ, xq ´
N
˚
i“1
biβ
ki
i,m ¨ ψnpλ, xq
ˇˇˇ
ď inf
εą0
ωId
´
|λ|
Nÿ
i“1
|bi| ¨ |||Tα˝ki
i
pun ´ u
1
nq ´ β
ki
i,mpui,n ´ u
1
i,nq||| ` ε
¯
ď inf
εą0
ωId
´
2|λ|
Nÿ
i“1
|bi| ¨ |||Tα˝ki
i
un ´ β
ki
i,mui,n||| ` ε
¯
ď inf
εą0
ωId
´
2|λ|
´ Nÿ
i“1
|bi| ¨
´
|||T
α
˝ki
i
un ´ β
ki
i un||| ` |β
ki
i ´ β
ki
i,m| ¨ |||un|||
¯¯
` ε
¯
for all pλ, xq P Qˆ∆. As the sequence punq
8
n“1 is bounded (see Lemma 6.3), taking
the limit superiors over n and m in the inequality above yields the result. 
8. Coarse ℓp-types and coarse c0-types.
In this section, we will define a notion of ℓp-type and c0-type and use Proposition
7.7 in order to show that ψ satisfies this property. Finally, we will show that H is
isomorphic to ℓp for some p P r1,8q.
Definition 8.1. Let p P r1,8q. We say that ψ is a coarse ℓp-type if there exists
L ą 0 such that, for all pλ, xq P Qˆ∆, and all α “ pαiq
N
i“1 P Q
ăN, we have
lim sup
m
ˇˇˇ
N
˚
i“1
αi ¨ ψpλ, xq ´ tm ¨ ψpλ, xq
ˇˇˇ
ď L.
for all ptmq
8
m“1 Ď Q converging to }α}p. The type ψ is called a coarse c0-type if,
for all pλ, xq P Qˆ∆, and all pαiq
N
i“1 P Q
ăN, we have
ˇˇˇ
N
˚
i“1
αi ¨ ψpλ, xq ´ max
1ďiďN
|αi| ¨ ψpλ, xq
ˇˇˇ
ď L.
Proposition 8.2. The type ψ is either a coarse c0-type or a coarse ℓp-type for
some p P r1,8q.
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Proof. Let α2 “ p1, 1q and α3 “ p1, 1, 1q, and notice that α2 ˝ α3 “ α3 ˝ α2. Let
β2, β3 P R be given by Proposition 7.7 for α2 “ p1q and α3 “ p1, 1q, respectively.
Let pβ2,mq
8
m“1, pβ3,mq
8
m“1 Ď Q be nonzero increasing sequences converging to β2, β3
respectively. By our choice of β2 and β3, we have that
lim sup
m
ˇˇˇ
b ¨
jk
˚
i“1
ψpλ, xq ´ bβkj,m ¨ ψpλ, xq
ˇˇˇ
ď γ
for all j P t2, 3u, all b P Q, all k P N, and all pλ, xq P Qˆ∆.
Let ℓ, k P N be such that 3k ď 2ℓ ă 3k`1. As pξnq
8
n“1 is 1-unconditional, we have
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ 3kÿ
i“1
ξi
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ 2ℓÿ
i“1
ξi
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ 3k`1ÿ
i“1
ξi
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
.
Let aℓ P Q be between
1
2
|||
ř2ℓ
i“1 ξi||| and |||
ř2ℓ
i“1 ξi|||. Then, for any µ ą 0,
µ ď
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
µ ¨
ř3k`1
i“1 ξi
aℓ
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
.
As Id: pX, } ¨ }q Ñ pX, dq is expanding, we can pick µ P Q such that ρIdpµ{2q ą
2ωIdp1q ` γ and η P Q such that ρIdpη}ξ1}{2q ą 2ωIdp1q ` γ. Let M P N be such
that
ˇˇˇ
µ
aℓ
¨
3
k`1
˚
i“1
ψp1, 0q ´
µβk`1
3,M
aℓ
¨ ψp1, 0q
ˇˇˇ
ď γ ` ωIdp1q
and let N ěM be such that
ˇˇˇ
η
βℓ
2,M
¨
2
ℓ
˚
i“1
ψp1, 0q ´
ηβℓ
2,N
βℓ
2,M
¨ ψp1, 0q
ˇˇˇ
ď γ ` ωIdp1q.
Then as pµ{aℓq ¨ p
ř3k`1
i“1 ξiq realizes pµ{alq ¨˚
3
k`1
i“1 ψ, by Lemma 6.3(i), we have that
2ωIdp1q ` γ ă
µ
aℓ
¨
3
k`1
˚
i“1
ψp1, 0q ď
µβk`1
3,M
aℓ
¨ ψp1, 0q ` γ ` ωIdp1q.
Therefore, as pµβk`1
3,M {aℓq ¨ ξ1 realizes pµβ
k`1
3,M {aℓq ¨ ψ, by Lemma 6.3(ii), we have
1 ď
βk`1
3,Mµ
aℓ
¨ |||ξ1|||.(8.1)
Similarly, by Lemma 6.3(i) and the fact that pηβℓ
2,N{β
ℓ
2,M q¨ξ1 realizes pηβ
ℓ
2,N{β
ℓ
2,M q¨
ψ, we have
η
βℓ
2,M
¨
2
ℓ
˚
i“1
ψp1, 0q ě
ηβℓ
2,N
βℓ
2,M
¨ ψp1, 0q ´ γ ´ ωIdp1q ą ωIdp1q.
Hence, as pη{βℓ
2,M q ¨ p
ř2ℓ
i“1 ξiq realizes pη{β
ℓ
2,M q ¨˚
2
ℓ
i“1 ψ, Lemma 6.3(ii) gives us
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2ηaℓ
βℓ
2,M
ě
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇηř2ℓi“1 ξi
βℓ
2,M
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
ě 1.(8.2)
Combining Inequalities (8.1) and (8.2), we obtain
βk3
βℓ
2
“ lim
M
βk
3,M
βℓ
2,M
ě
1
2ηµβ3|||ξ1|||
.
The lower bound for βk3 {β
ℓ
2 above does not depend on k and ℓ, as long as 2
ℓ ă 3k`1.
Similarly, we get a lower bound for βℓ2{β
k
3 , which also does not depend on k and ℓ,
as long as 3k ď 2ℓ. We conclude that there exist a, b ą 0 such that for all k and ℓ,
with 3k ď 2ℓ ă 3k`1, we have
a ď
βk3
βℓ
2
ď b.
Therefore, there exists L ě 0 such that β2 “ 2
L, and β3 “ 3
L. Also, as β2 ď 2, we
must have L P r0, 1s. The same argument works for arbitrary n,m P N instead of
2 and 3. Hence, we have βn “ n
L, for all n P N, where βn is given by Proposition
7.7 for
α “ p1, . . . , 1qloooomoooon
n
.
Case 1: Say L ‰ 0. Then ψ is a coarse ℓp-type, for p “ 1{L.
Fix α “ pαiq
N
i“1 P Q
N and a sequence ptmq
8
m“1 Ď Q converging to }α}p. Let
ǫ ą 0 and, for each 1 ď j ď N , let rj P Q` be such that ||αj | ´ r
1{p
j | ă ε. Find
a common denominator k P N so that for each 1 ď j ď N there is nj P N0 such
that rj “ nj{k. Let s ą 0 be a rational number such that |s ´ p1{kq
1{p| ă ε.
For each 1 ď j ď N , let pβj,mq
8
m“1 Ď Q be a sequence converging to n
1{p
j and let
pβmq
8
m“1 Ď Q be a sequence converging to p
řN
j“1 njq
1{p. By Lemma 6.8 (and the
symmetry of ψ),
ˇˇˇ
N
˚
j“1
αj ¨ ψpλ, xq ´
N
˚
j“1
sβj,m ¨ ψpλ, xq
ˇˇˇ
ď ωId
´
|λ|
Nÿ
j“1
||αj | ´ sβj,m||||ξj ||| ` ε
¯
and
|sβm ¨ ψpλ, xq ´ tm ¨ ψpλ, xq| ď ωIdp|λ||sβm ´ tm||||ξ1||| ` εq.
for all pλ, xq P Qˆ∆. By Proposition 7.7 and what was shown above with L “ 1{p,
we have that
lim sup
m
ˇˇˇ
N
˚
j“1
sβj,m ¨ ψpλ, xq ´
N
˚
j“1
s ¨
nj
˚
i“1
ψpλ, xq
ˇˇˇ
ď γ
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and
lim sup
m
ˇˇˇ
s ¨
N
˚
j“1
nj
˚
i“1
ψpλ, xq ´ sβm ¨ ψpλ, xq
ˇˇˇ
ď γ
for all pλ, xq P Qˆ∆.
Combining the four inequalities above with the triangle inequality, taking a limit
superior over m, and letting ǫÑ 0, one obtains
lim sup
m
ˇˇˇ
N
˚
j“1
αj ¨ ψpλ, xq ´ tm ¨ ψpλ, xq
ˇˇˇ
ď 4γ
for all pλ, xq P Qˆ∆. Therefore ψ is a coarse ℓp-type.
Case 2: Say L “ 0. Then ψ is a coarse c0-type.
Fix α “ pαiq
N
i“1 P Q
N such that α1 “ 1 and αj ď 1 for 2 ď j ď N (the general
case will follow by dilation). Using Proposition 7.7, find β ě 1 and a nonzero
increasing sequence pβmq
8
m“1 Ď Q converging to β such that
lim sup
m
|b ¨ pT kαψpλ, xq ´ bβkm ¨ ψpλ, xq| ď γ
for all b P Q, k P N and pλ, xq P Q ˆ ∆. We will show β ď 1. Fix k P N and
note that pT kαψ “ ˚Nik“1 ¨ ¨ ¨˚Ni1“1pśkℓ“1 αiℓq ¨ ψ (using the definition of pTα and the
distributivity of dilation over convolution). After combining like terms using the
commutativity of convolution, by Proposition 7.7 and what was shown above with
L “ 0, we have
ˇˇˇ
b ¨ pT kαψpλ, xq ´ b ¨ ˚
nPF
p
kź
j“1
α
nj
j q ¨ ψpλ, xq
ˇˇˇ
ď γ
where F “ tn “ pnjq
k
j“1 P N
k
0 |
řk
j“1 nj “ ku for every b P Q and pλ, xq P Q ˆ∆.
Now, take any µ P Q such that ρIdpµ|||ξ1|||{2q ą 2ωIdp1q ` 2γ. Fix M P N, and let
N ěM be such that | µ
βk
M
pT kαψp1, 0q ´ µβkNβk
M
¨ ψp1, 0q| ď γ ` ωIdp1q. Then combining
the two inequalities above yields
ˇˇˇ
µβkN
βkM
¨ ψp1, 0q ´
µ
βkM
¨ ˚
nPF
p
kź
j“1
α
nj
j q ¨ ψp1, 0q
ˇˇˇ
ď 2γ ` ωIdp1q.
As pµβkN{β
k
M qξ1 realizes pµβ
k
N{β
k
M q¨ψ, we have, by Lemma 6.3(i),
µ
βk
M
¨˚nPF p
śk
j“1 α
nj
j q¨
ψp1, 0q ě ωIdp1q. So, as
µ
βk
M
ř
nPF p
śk
j“1 α
nj
j q¨ξIpnq realizes
µ
βk
M
¨˚nPF p
śk
j“1 α
nj
j q¨ψ
for any injective map I : F Ñ N, we have, by Lemma 6.3(ii),
1 ď
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
µ
βkM
ÿ
nPF
p
kź
j“1
α
nj
j q ¨ ξIpnq
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
ď
µ|||ξ1|||
βkM
ź
αjă1
1
1´ αj
.
But this was for any k,M P N, and so we must have β ď 1. That is, β “ 1.
Therefore ψ is a coarse c0-type. 
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We can now prove the following.
Proposition 8.3. If ψ is a coarse ℓp-type, for some p P r1,8q, then pξnq
8
n“1 is
equivalent to the ℓp-basis. If ψ is a coarse c0-type, then pξnq
8
n“1 is equivalent to the
c0-basis.
Proof. Say ψ P T is a coarse ℓp-type for some p P r1,8q (the c0 case will be
analogous). Say L ą 0 is such that, for any pαjq
N
j“1 P Q
ăN, any ptmq
8
m“1 Ď Q
converging to }α}p, and all pλ, xq P Qˆ∆, we have
lim sup
m
ˇˇˇ
N
˚
j“1
αj ¨ ψpλ, xq ´ tm ¨ ψpλ, xq
ˇˇˇ
ď L.(8.3)
Let penq
8
n“1 be the standard basis of ℓp, and let Y “ spanten | n P Nu. Let us
show that the map T : Y Ñ spantξn | n P Nu defined by sending en to ξn{|||ξ1|||
for each n P N and extending linearly is an isomorphism. Hence, T extends to an
isomorphism between ℓp and spantξn | n P Nu, and we are done.
We first show that T is bounded. Fix a small ε ą 0 and let b P Q be such that
1{|||ξ1||| ă b ă 1{|||ξ1||| ` ε. For each α “ pαiq
N
i“1 P Q
ăN, let tα P Q be such that
|tα ´ }α}p| ă ε and |˚
N
j“1 αj ¨ ψpb, 0q ´ tα ¨ ψpb, 0q| ď L ` ε. By Lemma 6.3 and
Inequality 8.3, we have that
ρId
´ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ Nÿ
i“1
αi
ξj
|||ξ1|||
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
´ ε
¯
ď ρId
´ˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇ Nÿ
i“1
αibξj
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
´ ε
¯
ď
N
˚
i“1
αi ¨ ψpb, 0q
ď tα ¨ ψpb, 0q ` L` ε
ď ωId
´
b|||ξ1|||tα ` ε
¯
` L` ε
ď ωId
´
}α}p ` 2ε` ε}ξ1}}α}p ` ε
2}ξ1}
¯
` L` ε,
for all α “ pαiq
N
i“1 P Q
ăN. Hence, as Id: pX, } ¨ }q Ñ pX, dq is expanding, there
exists K ą 0 such that }α}p ď 1 implies |||
řN
i“1 αi
ξi
|||ξ1|||
||| ď K. Therefore T is
bounded.
Clearly, T is a bijection. Let us show that T´1 is bounded. By Lemma 6.3 and
Inequality 8.3, we have that
ρId
´
}α}p ´ 2ε
¯
´ L´ ε ď ρId
´
btα|||ξ1||| ´ ε
¯
´ L´ ε
ď tα ¨ ψpb, 0q ´ L´ ε
ď
N
˚
i“1
αi ¨ ψpb, 0q
ď ωId
´
b
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ Nÿ
i“1
αiξi
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
` ε
¯
ď ωId
´ˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇ Nÿ
i“1
αi
ξi
|||ξ1|||
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
` ε|||ξ1|||
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ Nÿ
i“1
αi
ξi
|||ξ1|||
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ¯
.
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for all α “ pαiq
N
i“1 P Q
ăN. Hence, as Id: pX, } ¨ }q Ñ pX, dq is expanding, there
exists some R ą 0 such that |||
řN
i“1 αi
ξi
|||ξ1|||
||| ď 1 implies }α}p ă R. So T
´1 is
bounded.

We now have everything needed to prove the main theorem.
Theorem 1.4. If a Banach space X coarsely embeds into a superstable Banach
space, then X has a basic sequence with an associated spreading model isomorphic
to ℓp, for some p P r1,8q.
Proof. By Corollary 3.2, if X coarsely embeds into a superstable space Y , there
exists a translation-invariant stable pseudometric d on X which is coarsely equiv-
alent to the metric induced by the norm of X . Hence, we can define the type
space T as in Section 4. By Proposition 5.4, there exists a minimal closed admis-
sible conic class C. Let φ P C be given by Lemma 5.5. Without loss of generality,
ψ “ φ ˚ p´1q ¨ φ is admissible. By Proposition 8.2, ψ is either a c0-type or an
ℓp-type, for some p P r1,8q. Hence, by Proposition 8.3, X has a spreading model
isomorphic to either ℓp for some p P r1,8q or to c0.
Assume that X has a spreading model isomorphic to c0. In particular, c0 is
finitely represented in X . Hence, c0 (isometrically) isomorphically embeds into an
ultrapower of X . As ultrapowers of X coarsely embed into ultrapowers of Y , this
gives us that c0 coarsely embeds into an ultrapower of Y , which is a stable space.
By [K, Theorem 2.1], stable spaces coarsely embed into reflexive spaces. Therefore,
c0 coarsely embeds into a reflexive space. By [K, Theorem 3.6], this cannot happen,
so we have a contradiction. Therefore, X contains a spreading model isomorphic
to ℓp, for some p P r1,8q.
Let pxnq
8
n“1 be a bounded sequence in X without Cauchy subsequences whose
spreading model is isomorphic to ℓp. Let us observe now that pxnq
8
n“1 can be
assumed to be a basic sequence. By Rosenthal’s ℓ1-Theorem, either pxnq
8
n“1 has
a subsequence which is equivalent to the basis of ℓ1, or it has a weakly Cauchy
subsequence. Assume that pxnq
8
n“1 is weakly Cauchy. Then pynq
8
n“1 is weakly null
and it has a spreading model isomorphic to ℓp, where yn “ xn´xn`1, for all n P N.
Hence, by taking a subsequence, we can assume that pynq
8
n“1 is basic. 
Remark 8.4. By the last inequality of Case 1 in Proposition 8.2, and by following
the proof of Proposition 8.3, we find an upper bound of
´
inf
εą0
sup ρ´1
Id
pr0, ωIdp1q ` 5γ ` εsq
¯2
for the Banach-Mazur distance between ℓp and the spreading model associated to
pynq
8
n“1. This is the best the authors have been able to obtain using the methods
of Raynaud.
Corollary 1.6. There are separable reflexive Banach spaces which do not coarsely
embed into any superstable Banach space.
Proof. This follows from the fact that the original Tsirelson space (see [T]) does
not have a spreading model isomorphic to ℓp for any p P r1,8q. 
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Remark 8.5. Another example of a reflexive Banach space that does not coarsely
embed into any superstable space is the space constructed by Odell and Schlumprecht
in [OS]. Indeed, this follows from Theorem 1.4 and the fact that every spreading
model of their space contains neither a subspace isomorphic to c0 nor to ℓp (see
[OS, Theorem 1.4]).
As mentioned in the introduction, our work is not enough to solve Problem 1.3.
The following is a natural approach to give a negative answer to Problem 1.3, given
Theorem 1.4.
Problem 8.6. Let T be the Tsirelson space defined in [FJ], i.e., the dual of the
original space of Tsirelson defined in [T]. Does T or T ppq (i.e., the p-convexification
of T ) for some p P r1,8q coarsely embed into a superstable Banach space?
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